Whether you want a
short run or need
thousands of units,
our digital and offset
capabilities allow you
to order exactly what
you need, when you
need it.

WE’RE THE EXPERTS IN
EYE-GRABBING TRADE SHOW
GRAPHICS

FULL SERVICE DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION

BROCHURES &
CATALOGS
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When you work with Vision Graphics, you take all
of the worry out of your project. We have over 50
years of experience working with marketing groups
all across the country, providing design concepts
and visual elements that are easy to display while
proving durable for multiple uses.

Vision Graphics has more than 50 years of experience working
with marketing groups to realize creative visions. When you
want a memorable trade show environment, our team is ready
to work with you to recommend the best materials for create
durable, color elements that can be used time-after-time.
Finally, turn to us for your branding needs and leave-behinds,
including business cards and brochures. We also provide
branded pens, mugs, shirts, sweaters and all kinds of
embroidered and screen-printed apparel

BRANDED
APPAREL

TABLE THROWS
A custom-printed
table throw is the
easiest branding
element to carry to
your next show.
We’re ready to
produce in any
color, shape and
size and can create
stretch and fitted
versions.

Make a professional
impression with our
premium branded
apparel, embroidered
or screen printed.
Choose no-iron
varieties for easy
travel. We also carry
sweaters, jackets and
accessories.

PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS
Spread your name
with branded items.
With a catalog of
25,000+ items, you’ll
find the perfect
handouts for your
next event.

LOCATIONS
Salt Lake City

Ogden

Las Vegas

2525 S 900 W
Salt Lake City, UT
84119

1435 Wall Ave
Ogden, UT
84404

3179 W Post Rd,
Las Vegas, NV
89118

WE BRING YOUR BRAND TO
LIFE WITH FABULOUS TRADE
SHOW ELEMENTS

TRADE SHOW
GRAPHICS
801.973.8929 • www.VisionDoesIt.com
DC-1390

801.973.8929 • www.VisionDoesIt.com

POP-UP TENT
When your next
event is outdoors,
we have the
strongest 10’ x 10’
tent available,
made of
lightweight
aluminum.
Enhance your
branding with full,
half and windowed
walls.
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BACKDROPS
Your trade show booth will be stunning with a custom
backdrop, decorated in custom-designed imagery and visible to
everyone passing through your isle. While we can provide most
any size, our 14’ x 7’ curved or straight wall displays include a
handy carrying case and can be set up or taken down in
minutes.
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Control your environment lighting and spotlight critical visual
cues with universal light kits featuring UL-listed halogen bulbs
and mounting points to affix to your graphic displays.
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TABLE TOP DISPLAYS
Maximize your display space and position your
message with mini-banner stands and other
table-top displays. These affordable
display options give you important
vertical space on your table tops
and counters.
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DIGITAL DISPLAYS
There is no denying the power of video in a trade show
environment. We offer a full solution of displays, digital players
and mounting equipment. With a range of commercial product,
we’ll find the sizes that work best for you and show you how to
coordinate your content over multiple displays.
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FLAGS
How visible to you want to make your booth? Use teardrop,
blade or tower flags with an x-base and water bag to present
your message and welcome visitors to your space. Ground
stakes are available for outdoor use. Our custom flag kits range
from 8 to 15 feet and can be printed as mirror image or
double-sided. We’ll include a handy carrying case to make
transport a snap.

TENSION DISPLAYS
Premium X-Tension and L-Tension displays are the most
lightweight, flexible display element available for trade show
duty. With sizes up to 30” x 69”, these economical displays are
visible up and down the whole isle and are the easiest product
to transport to and from the show (in the included carrying
case).
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POP-UP COUNTERS
Our fabric pop-up counters provide over 5.5 feet of counter
space and allow for a wrap-around graphic on the front and
sides. Behind the curtain, you’ll find 2 shelves to store your
promotional literature and give-aways. Adjustable feet allow
you to level the display and the strong aluminum square-frame
design is lightweight, yet durable for multiple shows. A carrying
case is included.

BANNER STANDS
Retractable banner stands are the staple of trade show teams.
Lightweight, easy to ship and carry, these banner stands
provide large amounts of visible real estate while allowing for
flexible positioning within your space. We offer stands from 24”
to 60” wide, adjustable heights up to 84” and double-sided
stands. Each banner stand comes with its own padded carrying
case.
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CUSTOM LIGHTING
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LITERATURE RACKS
Organize your promotional literature with lightweight mesh
racks. Choose from 4 or 8 pockets to keep your papers at the
ready.
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When you’re ready to take your booth the next level, incorporate floor graphics to decorate and brand your floor space. Our
floor graphics adhere to the existing surface with a low-tack
adhesive, durable enough to handle your foot traffic while
allowing for easy removal. Combine floor graphics with custom
standees to attract extra attention.
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CUSTOM CARPET
Your booth will stand out with custom-printed carpet covering
your space from edge to edge. Use your colors and add your
brand to your own carpet to create an ultra-premium look.
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FLOOR GRAPHICS
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BROCHURES & CATALOGS
We help you produce eye-catching, full-color brochures, flyers,
handouts and catalogs in any size, configuration, material and
quantity you need.
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
Choose from over 25,000 products. Let us stock you up with
branded mugs, magnets, bottled water or thousands of other
tchotchkes.

14.

LOGISTICS
When your event requires multiple elements delivered to one or
many destinations, trust Vision Graphics to pack and ship.
We’re experts at packing crates to protect delicate contents
and we’ll make sure your equipment arrives at the show when
you specify.

